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Document Details

Topic: Liaison contact with Zions Bank IS Security

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) To document liaison contact with Security for Zions Bank, regarding possible threat posed by the hacktivist Anonymous.

Details:

(U//FOUO)

On 10/6/2011 IA telephonically contacted: Security for Zions Bank, telephone number cellular number IA informed that the FBI had no intelligence indicating a specific threat to Zions Bank; however, the FBI wanted to make sure in light of the upcoming Occupy Salt Lake City protest that Zions Bank information security personnel were aware of the recent hacking incidents perpetrated by Anonymous hacktivists in support of the Occupy Wall Street protest.

IA informed that the CEOs of Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan Chase had been "doxed" by an actor claiming Anonymous affiliation. IA explained that doxing is Internet slang for maliciously releasing public information regarding an individual on the Internet was

IA explained that Anonymous actors typically get information
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